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Pleasure Us 2

Me, Gohan... Verb your best friend..."; Lilly said with her eyes half closed. Gohan leaned forward to

kiss Lilly. There tongues stuck out and touched. Lilly shoved her tongue down Gohan's mouth.

There tongues paraded eachothers mouths for 1 minute.

"Hurry up and Verb eachother."; Kate said annoyed.

Lilly disengaged the kiss and looked over at Kate.

"Have some respect, Kate. You dont rush these things."; Lilly said with her eyes closed and smilling.

Lilly opened her eyes and loooked at Gohan.

"Now, will you pleasure me?"; Lilly asked.

Gohan smilled then layed Lilly on him.

He positioned her ass to his dick.



"In your ass, huh? You sure you will be able to take me?"; Gohan asked.

"Just stick your 'son'; inside me!"; Lilly yelled. Gohan grinned and pushed it in. Lilly screamed and moaned his

name.

"OH, GOHAN FUCK YES! YOUR DICK FEELS SO GOOD INSIDE MY ASS!"; Lilly screamed. Kate heard

this and wanted it. She wanted Gohan to assfuck her.

She stuck 2 fingers inside her ass. She fantasized Gohan shoving his dick inside Her.

Lilly's tongue was sticking out and her breast began bouncing up and down. Gohan grabbed Lilly's waist and

began Adverb pounding her insides.

"SO WET! AAGH! SO TIGHT!"; Gohan yelled. Every movement they made was a long splash of pleasure.

Lilly's ass made sopping sounds as Gohan thrusted in.

"LILLY! I CANT TAKE IT NO MORE! I'M GONNA...!"; Gohan screamed but couldnt finish his sentence.

He pounded her insides and came inside her bowels. His semen shot inside her anal like a rocket. Big globs of

cum



erupted out his cock and into her ass.

"Mmm... I'm gonna cum..."; LÃ¬lly moaned. She shot her cum on Gohan's legs.

Gohan kept his cock inside Lilly for 1 minute then pulled out with a pop.

"Your turn, Kate..."; Gohan moaned.

Kate layed on her stomach and lifted her tail.

"Fuck my ass... I want you deep... Deep inside my ass..."; Kate said.

END OF PT2.
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